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On the Di�culty of Manhattan Channel RoutingRonald Greenberg1;2;4Joseph J�aJ�a1;2;3;5Sridhar Krishnamurthy1;3AbstractWe show that channel routing in the Manhattan model remains di�cult even when all netsare single-sided. Given a set of n single-sided nets, we consider the problem of determining theminimum number of tracks required to obtain a dogleg-free routing. In addition to showing thatthe decision version of the problem is NP -complete, we show that there are problems requiringat least d+
(pn) tracks, where d is the density. This existential lower bound does not followfrom any of the known lower bounds in the literature.Key Words: VLSI channel routing, combinatorial problems, computational complex-ity, lower bounds, and NP -completeness.1 IntroductionWe are given two horizontal lines whose separation may be adjusted to form the boundaries of arectilinear grid, and a set of n nets. Each net consists of two terminals located at grid points onthe boundaries. The region between the top boundary and the bottom boundary is referred to asthe channel. The channel routing problem requires that we specify paths along grid-line segmentswithin the channel that connect the two terminals of each net. The goal is to minimize the totalnumber of horizontal grid lines (tracks) in the channel (or in the decision version of the problem totest whether k tracks su�ce). We consider the Manhattan model, where the horizontal segmentsof a wire are on one layer and the vertical segments are on the other layer. Thus, wire segmentsmay cross, since they will be on di�erent layers, but di�erent wires may not otherwise share anygridpoint. When a connection is desired at a grid point between a horizontal and a vertical segmentof the same wire, it is achieved by an explicit contact cut.The �rst complexity result for the Manhattan channel routing problem was by LaPaugh [2],who showed that the problem is NP -complete when no doglegs are allowed. (The routing of anet has a dogleg if it uses more than one horizontal wire segment.) Szymanski showed that theproblem remains NP -complete even when doglegs are allowed [3]. There are also two importantlower bounds on the number of tracks required. De�ne the local density dx at horizontal coordinatex, to be the number of nets whose intervals contain x. The density d is given by the maximum of1Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.2University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer Studies (UMIACS), College Park, MD 20742.3Systems Research Center, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.4Partially supported by NSF grant CCR-9109550.5Partially supported by NSF grants CCR-9103135 and CD-8803012.1



local densities over all columns in the channel. Clearly the number of horizontal tracks required forthe layout must be at least d. Baker, Bhatt and Leighton [1] showed that by considering horizontalcuts along channel boundaries, one can obtain a second lower bound f referred to as ux. The uxfor a problem with n nets can be as large as �(pn).In this paper, we consider the single-sided channel routing problem. This problem is the sameas the problem discussed above except that nets are restricted to have both their terminals on thesame horizontal boundary of the channel. We refer to nets with both terminals on the top (bottom)boundary as single-sided top (bottom) nets.In what follows, we restrict attention to dogleg-free routing for the single-sided channel routingproblem. In the next section, we show that the problem is NP -complete even though it appearssimpler than the problem with general nets. In Section 3 we show that there are problems requiringd + 
(pn) tracks. This existential lower bound does not follow from the universal lower boundof maxfd; fg, since a problem with only single-sided nets that has ux 
(pn) must have density
(n).2 NP -completeness of Single-Sided Channel RoutingWe show that the decision version of the single-sided channel routing problem is NP -complete byusing LaPaugh's NP -completeness result for general 2-terminal nets.Theorem 1 It is NP -complete to determine if single-sided channel routing problems are routablein a given number of tracks.Proof: Given an instance of the general channel routing problem with k tracks and a set of 2-terminal nets, we produce an instance of the single-sided channel routing problem as follows. Letni be a two-sided net with top terminal in column li and bottom terminal in column ri, with li < ri.For each such ni, let di denote the local density between columns li and li + 1. Then add 2k newcolumns immediately to the right of li, and replace ni by the following set of single-sided nets:� a top net ti having terminals in columns li and li + k� a bottom net bi with terminals in columns li + k + 1 and ri� k � di top nets covering the following intervals: f[li + k � j; li + k + j + 1]; 1 � j � k � digFor each net ni with li > ri, we do the same transformation immediately to the left of li. Notethat we need not consider li = ri since these trivial columns can be thrown away when consideringdogleg-free routings. In Figure 1, we show how to replace a two-sided net with a set of single-sidednets, when k = 5 and di = 2.It remains to show that the original channel routing problem can be routed using k-tracks, ifand only if k-tracks su�ce for the corresponding single-sided problem. For the `only if' direction,observe that for any two-sided net ni, the � 2k columns used to transform it to single-sided netsdo not overlap with the columns used for any other transformation. Thus, there is room to placethe additional k�di nets, since the absence of doglegs ensures that the other nets use only a singletrack. For the `if' direction, observe that for any k-track solution to the single-sided problem, theset of k�di single-sided nets added for the transformation of two-sided net ni forces top net ti andbottom net bi to share the same track. Thus the routing for the two-sided net ni for the originalproblem can be obtained by combining the routings for ti and bi.2
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Figure 1: Replacing a two-sided net by a set of single-sided nets, for k = 5; di = 2
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b1B b3 b4b2b4b3b2b1Figure 2: di�cult example for n = 123 An Existential Lower BoundIn this section, we show that when the layout is restricted to be dogleg-free there exist \di�cult"instances of the single-sided channel routing problem, which require at least d+
(pn) tracks.A di�cult example of n nets consists of two sets of top nets, T1 and T2, and a set of bottomnets B. Each set contains n=3 nets. Let T1 = fl1; l2; : : : ; ln=3g, T2 = fr1; r2; : : : ; rn=3g, and B =fb1; b2; : : : ; bn=3g. The problem has columns numbered 1 through 4n=3. For 1 � i � n=3, a top netli has terminals at columns i and i+ n3 , a top net ri has terminals at columns 2n3 + i and n+ i,and a bottom net bi has terminals at columns n3 + i and 2n3 + i. The density, d for this problemequals n=3 + 1. Figure 2 shows a di�cult example for n = 12 nets.Theorem 2 Any routing solution for the di�cult example with n nets will use at least n=3+pn=3tracks. 3
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bi1 bi2 bi3 bikFigure 3: A chain from left regionProof: The solution can be partitioned into two regions, the left region and the right region. Theleft region contains both terminals of each net in T1 and the left terminals of all nets in B; the rightregion is de�ned similarly. (See Figure 2.) We begin by examining the routing in the left region.Partition the nets in B and T1 into a set of chains fL1; L2; : : : ; Lpg by iterating over the followingsteps for i = 1; 2; : : :, until each of the nets has been allocated to some Li:Let bi1 denote the leftmost unallocated bottom net. Obtain an alternating series ofbottom and top nets, Li = fbi1 ; li1 ; bi2 ; li2 ; : : : ; bik ; likg, where lij is the top net with itsright terminal in the same column as the left terminal of bottom net bij , and lij sharesa track with bottom net bij+1 in the routing. The last net in the chain is a top net, lik ,and does not share a track with any bottom net in the routing. (See Figure 3.)Observation 1 The number of tracks used by the nets in any chain Li, 1 � i � p, equals jLij=2+1.The total number of tracks used in the left region equals Ppi=1(jLij=2 + 1) = n=3 + p.Similarly, we can partition the nets in T2 and B into a set of chains R1; R2; : : : Rq, for the routingin the right region. Each chain Ri = fbi1 ; ri1 ; bi2 ; ri2 ; : : : ; rimg, where rij is the top net (in T2) withits left terminal in the same column as the right terminal of bottom net bij , and rij shares a trackwith bottom net bij+1 . The last net in the chain is a top net, rim , which does not share a trackwith any net from B. The total number of tracks used in the right region equals Pqi=1(jRij=2 + 1)= n=3 + q.Let bi� and bi� be any two bottom nets belonging to Li, with bi� appearing before bi� in Li.This implies that net bi� is further to the right than bi� and is assigned a higher track in the routingsolution. A similar but conicting property holds for nets belonging to the same right chain, whichleads us to the following observation.Observation 2 Consider the set of bottom nets in any chain Li, obtained from the left region. Notwo of these nets belong to the same chain Rj in the right region.4



Let jLmj = maxfjLij; 1 � i � pg. Clearly, jLmj � 2n=3p. From Observation 2, this implies thatq, the number of chains in the right region, is � jLmj=2 � n=3p. From Observation 1, the totalnumber of tracks used in the routing solution is maxfn=3+p; n=3+qg � maxfn=3+p; n=3+n=3pg.This quantity is minimized, when p = n=3p, or p = pn=3. Thus, the total number of tracks is� n=3 +pn=3 = d+
(pn).(A routing solution with n=3 +pn=3 tracks can easily be obtained by selectively partitioningthe nets in T1 and B into pn=3 left chains, and the nets in T2 and B into pn=3 right chains.)4 ConclusionsWe considered the channel routing problem under the dogleg-free Manhattan model with onlysingle-sided nets. We showed that the problem isNP -complete and that there are problem instanceswhich require at least d+
(pn) tracks. An interesting open question, is whether the above resultshold even when doglegs are allowed. The obvious strategy for the NP -completeness result would beto attempt an extension of Szymanski's reduction from 3SAT. But this reduction is complex, and itis not clear if it can be extended to single-sided channel routing. Another open question is whetherthe restriction to single-sided nets allows some simpli�cation of the approximation algorithm of [1],which guarantees a layout using at most d+O(f) tracks for 2-terminal nets. For example, can weobtain a dogleg-free layout in d+O(f) tracks?References[1] B. S. Baker, S. N. Bhatt, and T. Leighton. An approximation algorithm for manhattan routing.In F. P. Preparata, editor, VLSI Theory. Volume 2 of Advances in Computing Research, pages205{229. JAI Press, 1984.[2] A. S. LaPaugh. Algorithms for Integrated Circuit Layout: An Analytic Approach. PhD thesis,Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-ogy, Nov. 1980. MIT/LCS/TR-248.[3] T. G. Szymanski. Dogleg channel routing is NP-complete. IEEE Trans. Computer-Aided Designof Integrated Circuits, CAD-4(1):31{41, Jan. 1985.
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